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The key to maintaining a successful dive store operation is under-
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We all know
what happens
when someone
has pictures
they're proud
of ... They
want to show
them off.
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1 \_yVV Underwater photography is one way to keep the diver's interest high.
To understand why underwater
photography is so important to dive
store owners, you need to understand
the benefits of having it as part of
your operation. First, and most important, underwater photography
gives divers something to show from
their diving experiences. Underwater
photography allows divers the opportunity to share with others their
wonderful underwater experiences
and extol the beauty of the sea.
When they show their pictures to family and friends, it usually sparks additional interest in diving.
Once a diver has become
"hooked" on underwater photography, they increase their bottom time,
add new dive equipment, and generally keep a very active diver status,
just so they can take better and better pictures. The better the pictures,
the more they want to dive. The more
they dive, the more they want to travel
and dive exotic locations. As these
divers become proficient at underwater photography, they tend to treat
each dive as an underwater scavenger hunt, always looking for that
one great photo. And, you know
what happens when someone has
great photos . . . they want to show

them off. This could be a great source
of exposure to non-divers.

STEP ONE
The first step in creating a photo
wise dive store is to organize underwater photography courses. If you
have a professional underwater photographer in your area, contact him
or her and set up a few beginning underwater classes. As the photographic skills of your diving customers
improve, you can then offer underwater photography classes at a variety of experience levels.
Make sure that as many of your
staff as possible attend these classes.
Your store's personnel should be
more knowledgeable in photography
than the customer. Your personnel
should keep up-to-date on the underwater photography equipment and
and be familiar with underwater tips
and techniques.
If you have no one locally that can
teach these courses, you can schedule a weekend seminar, and import
lecturers or underwater photography
instructors. One excellent way to get
your group motivated is with guest
speakers that have a varied photographic background, with films,
videos or slides to illustrate their work.
INCREASED SALES
As interest grows in underwater
photography, your more exotic dive
trips will become easier to fill. As well,
these divers will want to purchase additional accessories and dive equipment to make their diving easier.
Some of the more serious underwater
photographers will even buy new or
extra color coordinated equipment,
so their pictures of divers will look
great. You will also find they purchase more books on underwater
techniques, as well as animal identification.
If your dive store does not sell underwater camera equipment, you
should still be prepared to educate

your customers on what and where to
buy. We have found that many underwater photographers buy their underwater photo gear outside dive
stores, but almost all return to the dive
store to learn how to use it. This
should not necessarily be considered
a negative, as you still sell the dive
equipment, charge for the photo
classes, and take your percentage on
the dive trips.
We feel that dive store personnel
should be more knowledgeable about
underwater photography, so we'll
cover more photo related topics in
upcoming issues of SELLING SCUBA.
Specific topics will include helping
your customer select the correct camera system; choosing the right electronic flash; how to set up underwater
photo classes; which film is best for
the traveling diver; traveling with your
photo gear; and tips on camera
maintenance.
We know that photography works
for dive store owners, because we
have seen the changes it has made to
dive stores in our area. When we
started teaching classes at one store,
the interest level jumped from 0 to 10
in the first beginning class. We then
added an advanced class and an additional beginning class in order to
accommodate the demand.
Interest in underwater photography is definitely there, so you should
capitalize on it. With all the economic
turmoil in today's world, it gets
harder and harder to make a living.
Here is a prime opportunity for dive
stores to rejuvenate diver interest -the key to diver retention -- with everyone having fun doing it!

LET Us
PIN ONE
ON You!
Stock Pins. We offer a full
line of cloisonne pins with
the dive retailer in mind fish, flags, destinations, and
more.
Custom Pins. Let us make
your logo into a cloisonne
pin. The perfect promotional
and souvenir item.
Also custom keychains, custom cloth embroidered emblems, custom decals, custom
medallions.

THE PIN
PEDDLERS
111 N.Tampa Lane
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
615-483-0769 or 615-483-0858
FAX 61 5-482-1 581

NO
DISCOUNTERS
It's (he smart retailer « ho knows how important
it is for the specialty shop to offer specialty ueinv
For it is (he unique product that brings customers
back in for more, increasing store traffic and giving
valuable exposure to all the lines carried.
Why carry sun products that are sold in every
near-by drug store w h e n you can t u r n your
customers on to high performance UV-A and U V-B
protection that's not greasy and won't sting eyes:
BEAVER43 Waterproof Sunblock.
We know you'll never get rich selling any sun
protection product, but you will appreciate one
(hat's not offered to the drug stores or discount
chains. If you're that smart retailer.. .give us a call:

Jack and Sue Drafahl are a husband and
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wife photography and writing team, and

350 Ward Avc.. Suite 106-R
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have contributed to many magazines and
books. For almost 20 years, Jack and Sue
have taught seminars and classes on all
aspects of photography, both topside and
underwater.
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